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GSU 
Rugby 
Team 
sponsors 
blood 
drive 
Katherine Kennedy/STAFF 
Above: Lorando Gamble, collections tech II with the American Red 
Cross, collects blood during the GSU Rugby Team's second annual 
blood drive at the IT Building Wednesday. 
Left: Senior Chad Berg and freshman Cierra Willingham give blood 
during the blood drive. The blood drive began at noon and was 
scheduled to end at 6 p.m. 131 units of blood were collected, ex 
ceeding the goal of 100. 
"I'm proud that we were able to have such a successful.blood drive 
and help so many people," said Kurt Barnes, president of the GSU 
Rugby Team." I hope that the campus recognizes the great things 
that our rugby teams are doing and I hope that people will continue 
to support us on and off the field." 
Barrow speaks during 
energy panel Monday 
Panelists discuss alternative forms of energy 
By Jeff Harrison 
Guest writer 
An audience of students, business 
owners and local citizens filed into the 
Nesmith-Lane Assembly Hall Monday 
for a two-hour discussion concerning 
the future of renewable energy in the 
state of Georgia. 
The program, hosted by Georgia 
Southern, featured a panel of five area 
experts offering their unique perspec- 
tives on environmental sustainability. 
Congressman John Barrow, who 
represents Georgia's 12th District, 
which, includes Statesboro, sits on 
the House Committee on Energy and 
Commerce, headlined the event. 
"Anytime you can get people with 
different views together to discuss an 
issue, it is a good thing," said Barrow. "I 
hope everyone here gains a better un- 
derstanding of what we in Georgia can 
do to promote energy development." 
Alongside Barrow sat Ronny 
Just, environmental issues manager 
for Georgia Power Company; James 
Marlow, Radiance Energies CEO; Pat 
McDermott, vice president of Viracon; 
and Mary Carr, renewable energy 
coordinator at Southern Alliance for 
Clean Energy. 
The panelists were presented with a 
variety of energy related questions by 
event moderator Lissa Leege, director 
of the Center for Sustainability in the 
Allen E. Paulson College of Science 
and Technology. 
"What is so wonderful about this 
evening is we were able to hear many 
different perspectives," said Leege. "I 
think everyone who came here, if they 
were listening, had a chance to gain a 
better understanding of the issues." 
The events agenda featured inquiries 
into solar, wind, coal and bio-fuel tech- 
nologies. The guests alternated turns 
See ENERGY Page 7 
US. Senator Edward Kennedy dies at 77; GSU professors reflect on his legacy 
ByAbbeyLennon 
Guest writer 
Senator Edward M. Kennedy died 
lateTuesdayathishomeinHyannisPort, 
Mass. at the age of 77. Kennedy died after 
a yearlong fight with a brain tumor. The 
family released a statement announcing 
his death Wednesday. 
"We!ve lost the irreplaceable center of 
our family and joyous light of our lives, 
butthemspirationoihisfaith,optimism, 
andperseverancewulliveoninourhearts 
forever." the statement said. 
Faculty members of Georgia South- 
ern's Political Science Department offered 
their memories and words of regret on 
the death of the senator. 
Accordingto Robert Pirro, an associ- 
ate professor of political science said, "As 
someone who grew up in Massachusetts 
from the early 60s, there wasn't a time in 
my life when Ted Kennedy wasn't one 
of our two senators. He was a lighten- 
ing rod for those who came to hate the 
federal government and what it stood for 
after the 60s, but this did not stop him 
from becoming one of the most effective 
senators and the foremost champion of 
equality and social justicein Washington 
D.C. It is very sad that he did not live to 
see his longtime goal - universal health 
care - achieved." 
President Barack Obama remarked 
on the death of Kennedy upon receiving 
the news and commented that, "an im- 
portant chapter in our history has come 
to an end. Our country has lost a great 
leader, who picked up the torch of his 
fallen brothers and became the greatest 
United States Senator of our time," he said. 
According to Richard Pacelle, chair 
of the Political Science Department, 
although he was a controversial character, 
ultimately ending his bid for the presi- 
dency,Kennedywasthelastofa"dynastyr 
and was a well-respected legislature of 
health care and other pieces of legisla- 
tion by Democrats and Republicans 
alike. Pacelle also expresses the concern 
that a "wave of sympathy" may be the 
key to resolving the controversial issue 
of health care. 
"Ted Kennedy served for 46 years, 
which is the third longest in Senator 
history. His fingerprints are all over the 
major legislation that has occurred since 
the mid 1960s," said Pacelle. "I think his 
death comes at a time when we're in the 
See KENNEDY Page 3 
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Student Government Association holds first meeting of the fall semester 
Kelsey Grubbs selected as Vice President of Finance; Dean of Students Georj Lewis updates Senate on Presidential Search 
ByTiffaniAddison 
Guest writer 
The Student Government Association held its 
first meeting of the semester Wednesday night. SGA 
President, Samantha Young started the meeting by 
discussing committee reports, one concerning the 
presidential search. "We are looking for the next 
President Grube," said Young before allowing Dean 
of Students Georj Lewis to give information on the 
current search. 
According to Lewis, "78 nominations were re- 
viewed, and approximately 30 actually applied. The 
committee interviewed nine candidates two weeks 
. ago in Atlanta, and six were invited to visit campus." 
Lewis also noted that the names of the candidates 
are currendy confidential but they will be released 
two or three days before they visit campus. 
Kelsey Grubbs was selected as the vice president 
offinance. Grubbspreviously served as vicepresident 
of academic affairs. 
According to Grubbs, this year, the committee 
has decided that any collaborating organizations 
working together will be able to receive up to $750. 
Lewis discussed "A Day for Southern" which is a 
fundraiser which will enable the university to raise 
money for scholarships. This year the university is 
trying to raise $1 million. "Employees can donate 
money through payroll deduction and now students 
are being encouraged to give early instead of waiting 
until they are alum," said Lewis. 
There was alsodiscussionabouttheoptionto also 
donate money for a new student union. 
"We have actually have run out of freshmen 
scholarship money and have had to dig into other 
resources," said Young. "SGA is the target group 
and if they participation in donating is successful 
they will expand the option to other students to 
participate as well." 
"True Blue" was also discussed at the meeting. 
This new. expression was created to encourage 
school spirit. 
"This is something we want to encourage 
throughoutthe entire school year so thatthestudents 
herewillshowschoolspirityear around," saidYouhg. 
September 17 is Constitution Day. This day was 
deemed a holiday in 2004 and GSU along with every 
school in the nation will recognize this dayby provid- 
Deborah Inskeep/STAFF 
The Student Government Association held theirfirst meeting of the Senate Body on Wednesday 
in the Russell Union. 
ing education on the Constitution in various ways. 
Different GSU sponsored organizations on campus 
will hosts different events such as games, to educate 
students about this holiday, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY'S OFFICE OF STUDENT LEADERSHI 
& CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AND STUDENT MEDIA PRESENT 
The 4th Annual Fall Leadership Conference 
September 26th, 2009 • 9:00 am - 4:00 pm 
Registration forms available online at 
arship then choose "Leader 
on the left tool bar or stop by Russell Union 2024. 
Pre-registration is September 18th for $15 
leader@georgiasouthern.edu • 912-478-1435 • Russell Union 2024 
i 
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KENNEDY from page, 
middle of a real controversy over health care in the 
United States and what kind of programs to put 
together, and this is something that, he has been 
championing for years and it will be interesting to 
see if there will be a sympathetic wave that might 
help healthcare get through," he said. 
Associate Professor of the Department ofPolitical 
Science, F. Erik Brooks, shares similar feelings about 
health care passing in the wake of Senator Kennedys 
death, but also presents a point of view that seems 
the bill will not be passed. Brooks also expressed his 
feelings on the negative reaction by the American 
public of Kennedy. 
"With the death of Kennedy, the Democrats do 
not have a filibuster proof majority to push through 
health care legislation," said Brooks. "I am amazed at 
the level of hostility and disdain in some of the com- 
ments the American public has made in the wake of 
Senator Kennedys passing. After nearly 50 years of 
public service, this is the time that we should celebrate 
the life and legacy of Senator Ted Kennedy' he said. 
Assistant Professor Brett Curry also agrees the 
influence of Kennedy was widely important in past 
history and today. 
"Ted Kennedy is widely recognized as one of the 
most effective senators ever to have served. He's often 
called the 'Lion of the Senate,' and he has been deeply 
involved with health care issues over the course of his 
career. Story after story has talked about the fact that 
his colleagues have missed his guidance and direc- 
tion on the current health care debate," said Curry. 
Kennedy is survived his wife Victoria Ann Reggie 
Kennedy, and his five children: Patrick, Kara, Edward 
Jr., Curran and Caroline Raclin. 
GSU receives $11,700 Quality of Life grant 
By Kevin Gordon improve the daily lives of people with paralysis." 
Guest writer In the Actively Achieving category these are 
programs that aim to help recipients "to get out 
and live [by] riding a bike, competing in sports, 
hiking a trail and much more." 
Ryan Coskery, educational specialist at the 
Student Disability Resource Center, provided 
more information on how the grant will be used. 
"The wheelchairs have been ordered and the 
grant has just been finalized, and we are now 
waiting on the chairs to arrive," said Coskery. 
"We are planning on holding a demonstration for 
interested students as soon as the chairs arrive, 
which should be sometime in mid-September." 
This demonstration will likely be held at 
the RAC and will showcase the capabilities of 
these new, streamlined chairs built exclusively 
for sports. 
Once the students and leaders at the Student 
Disability Resource Center have had hands-on 
experience with the new gear,, students will be 
registered for a currently undetermined intra- 
mural sport. 
Georgia Southern is the proud recipient of a 
Quality of Life grant from the Christopher and 
Dana Reeve Foundation. 
This $ 11,700 grant will be used by the Student 
Disability Resource Center to buy adaptive sports 
wheelchairs in order to give all students a chance 
at playing intramural sports. 
The grant awarded to GSU was just one of the 
almost 1,600 grants given since the program was 
started by the late Dana Reeve in 1999. 
This year alone, the Foundation awarded 86 
grants totaling close to half a million dollars, 
helping people who live with paralysis all over 
the country. 
The grants are separated into three categories: 
Actively Achieving, Bridging Barriers, and caring 
and Coping, GSU received a grant in the Actively 
Achieving category. 
The grants, according to the Foundations web - 
site are "awarded to programs and projects that 
Monday, August 24,2009 
Officers issued three traffic warnings, as- 
sisted two motorists, assisted one sick person 
and investigated two accidents. 
A fight was reported at the Carroll Build- 
ing. 
Natalie Ann Beaghan, 18, Eagle Village, 
was charged with possession of schedule II 
drug, possession of schedule IV drug and 
possession of marijuana 
Tuesday, August 25,2009 
Officers issued one traffic citation, issued 
three traffic warnings, assisted six motorists, 
assisted one sick person and investigated two 
accidents. 
A case of harassment was reported at the 
Southern Courtyard parking lot. 
A case of harassment was reported at the 
Kennedy Hall parking lot. 
A book bag was taken from the Recreation 
Activity Center. 
A book bag was taken from the Newton 
Building. 
Louise Renee Kelly 18, Southern Pines, 
was charged with DUI and failure to meet 
headlight requirements. 
Anthony J. Williams, 29, Lanier Drive, was 
charged with aggravated stalking. 
Corey Michael OConnell, 18, Eagle Vil- 
lage, was charged with DUI. 
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS 
The George-Anne is the official student newspaper of 
Georgia Southern University, owned and operated by GSU 
students using facilities provided by the university. The 
newspaper is the oldest continuously published newspa- 
per in Butloch County and Statesboro, Ga.The newspaper 
is a designated public forum for the Georgia Southern 
community. Opinions expressed herein are those of the 
student writers and editors and DO NOT necessarily 
reflect those of the faculty, staff or administration of GSU, 
the Student Media Advisory Board or. the University Sys- 
tem of Georgia. The newspaper is published twice weekly, 
on Tuesdays arid Thursdays, during most of the academic 
year. Any questions regarding content should be directed 
to the student editor by phone at 912.478.5246 or at 
gaeditor@georgiasouthern.edu. Readers may access the 
newspaper and its archives at www.gadaily.com. 
ADVERTISING;The newspaper accepts advertising as 
a community service to help defray publication costs. 
Inquiries should be directed to the ADS or PAGES, P.O. 
Box 8001, Georgia Southern Universtiy, or by calling 
912.478.5418 or 912.478-0566. You can fax any questions 
to 91 2.478.7113 or e-mail ads. I@ge0rgia50uthern.edu. 
DISTRIBUTION:The newspaper is distributed free to the 
community of GSU. 
COLOPHONE:The magazine is printed by The Statesboro 
Herald Publishing Co. in Statesboro, Ga. Body copy in 
The George-Anne is 10 point Minion Pro on 12 leading. 
Standard headline size is 40 point Myriad Pro. For more in- 
formation about the newspaper, please call 91 2.478.7459, 
or e-mail the the director of student media at kcaltaway@ 
georgiasouthern. edu, 
SUPPORT: The George-Anne is funded primarily through 
revenue from advertisements placed in the paper and 
receives additional support, in part, from the Student 
Activities Budget Comrnitee. 
STUDENTS BEWARE: The George-Anne screens all 
advertisements prior to publication.The magazine strives 
to* accept ads for legitimate products and services only. 
Students are urged to exercise caution when replying to 
ads-particularly those which require a credit card number, 
other personal information, or money in advance of the 
delivery of a product or service. Students are also urged 
to report to the newspaper any suspicious offers which 
they might see in an ad. Remember, if an offer seems too 
good to be true, it probably is. 
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for reserving space 
and submitting advertising copy is Noon, one week prior 
to the intended publication dote. For more information, 
rate cards, sample publications, contact the advertising 
manager or student media director. 
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The new-paper 
makes every reasonable effort to correct and complete 
information in advertisements. However the advertiser 
is'responsible for any errors in advertisements and its 
liability for adjustments is limited to the amount of space 
the error occupied in the ad. Further, the newspaper is 
not responsiDTe for any damages caused due to an ad's 
omission form a particular edition and its responsibility 
solely is to reschedule the ad in the next regular edition at 
the regular advertising rates. 
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Mail subscriptions are not 
available at this time. However, readers may visit our web 
site for free access to current and past issues- Visit www. 
gadaily.com to view online issues. The George-Anne is dis- 
tributed free of charge on the Georgia Southern campus 
and surrounding areas. 
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one free copy, and a sec- 
ond for a roommate or acquaintance, at distribution sites- 
Additional copies are 50 cents each and are available at 
the Williams Center. However, unauthorized removal of 
additional copies from a distribution site constitutes theft 
under Georgia law, a misdemeanor offense punishable 
by a fine and/or jail time. Editors will seek to have any 
person(s) who removes more than the authorized number 
of copies from distribution sites prosecuted to the full 
extent of the law. 
Opinions Submission of Letters to the Editor The George-Anne Daily welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions and guest columns. All copy submitted should be 350 words or less, typed, and sent via e-mail in Microsoft Word format to gaeditorlSgeorgiasouthem.edu. All submissions must be signed and include phone number for verification. GSU students should include their academic 
major, year at Georgia Southern University, and hometown. The editors reserve the right to edit or reject any submission. 
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Leaders are becoming too few 
James Kicklighter 
is a senior public 
relations major from 
Claxton, Ga. He is a 
staff columnist for the 
George-Anne. 
Sen. Edward 
Kennedy of Mas- 
sachusetts died yes- 
terday, and with his 
passing goes one 
of the last great 
politicians of our 
times. Part of an 
esteemed political 
family, Kennedy has 
always worked for 
the greater good of 
the people, helping 
to pass key pieces of legislation that have trans- 
formed the American way of life. 
In 1964, the Head Start program was passed 
as part of the Economic Opportunity Act, and is 
a keystone in many economically disadvantaged 
schools today. He fought to allow women equal 
opportunities through Title IX, then led the 
fight for the passage of hate crimes legislation, 
seeking protections against discrimination for 
gays and women. He was even against the Iraq 
war when it was an unpopular decision to make. 
Regardless of your political beliefs, we simply 
don't have politicians like Ted Kennedy serving us 
today. These are individuals who fight tirelessly 
for the people, standing up to special interests 
even when it is difficult. 
Look at the healthcare "debate" going on right 
now. There are paid activists rallying in town 
hall meetings for the sole purpose of discuss- 
ing everything but health care. It's no wonder 
so many Americans are confused about what 
the bill will look like, because the opposition 
(namely, the health care industry in commoner's 
clothes) does not want you to hear the truth. The 
vast majority of Americans are ignorant and 
absolutely okay with that. 
At a recent town hall meeting in South Caro- 
lina, a man stood up and told his congressman, 
"keep your government hands off my Medicare." 
In the Aug. 7 episode of "Real Time with Bill 
Maher," he shot out some interesting statistics, 
claiming "We should forget the town halls and 
replace them with study halls...a majority of 
Americans cannot name a single branch of 
government or explain what the Bill of Rights 
is. Twenty-four percent could not name the 
country America fought in the Revolutionary 
War. More than two-thirds of Americans don't 
know what's in Roe v. Wade; two-thirds don't 
know what the Food and Drug Administration 
does." I double-checked the numbers; do a quick 
Google search, and you can too. 
With the passing of Ted Kennedy, I believe 
the era of listening politicians has ended, and 
the days of legislature acting as paid lobbyists 
has begun. 
We live in an age where FOX News or MS- 
NBC can tell audiences exactly what they want 
to hear; no opposing ideas come into play. When 
conservatives get an e-mail claiming Obama is 
going to euthanasize the elderly population, they 
believe it, unaware (or blissfully ignorant) that 
the source is an HMO. 
The problem we have in this country is a 
lack of trust; after a few decades of leadership 
that has had other interests, Bush and Cheney 
with Halliburton and Iraq, Clinton with Monica 
Lewinsky and the Whitewater Deal, it is difficult 
for anyone to get anything done. The people have 
been trained to be wary of their government, 
because we don't have the champions of the yes- 
teryear like Ted Kennedy. No wonder healthcare 
reform is getting such a bad rap. 
When we start believing chain e-mails as 
gospel, God help us. 
Do you love to draw? Are you opinionated? 
We want you! 
Submit cartoons and opinions to us at 
gamed@georgiasouthern.edu 
Our View: No need 
to panic over Swine Flu 
Over the past week, rumors concerning the 
H1N1 virus (also known as swine flu) have 
.flourished throughout campus. 
Some students have been spreading al- 
legations that the university would close for 
an extended period of time as a result of a 
swine flu outbreak. 
These allegations have been emboldened 
by professors telling their students that the 
university may close because of the virus. 
Brian DeLoach, chief of medical staff 
at Health Services, in a story in Tuesday's 
George-Anne said "Due to the mild nature of 
the HI Nl virus, the university will, more than 
likely, not be closing, unless we see a trend 
of students becoming increasingly more ill." 
We would like to remind everyone that 
swine flu is nothing to be worried about at 
this time and that there is no need to panic. 
Only one case of swine flu has been 
confirmed this semester out of 28 cases of 
Influenza A (which includes seasonal and 
swine flus.) 
This number comes from a larger pool of 
60 students complaining of flu-like symptoms. 
Instead of panicking, it is time for every- 
one (not just Health Services and university 
departments) to take precautions. 
Various departments on campus have 
installed hand sanitizer stations in buildings 
and posted flu prevention tips on bulletin 
boards among other initatives. 
If everyone would spend an extra minute to 
apply the hand sanitizer or cover their cough 
or their sneeze, there would be less time to 
panic about swine flu. 
If you are worried about contracting swine 
flu, consider getting the vaccine when it is 
offered later this year. 
If you think that you may be sick, stay 
home! Professors will be told if you are sick, 
and they will help you make up missed work. 
Again, if people don't take the precautions 
to protect themselves from this virus and the 
rumors spreading around campus, panic will 
not be avoidable. 
Letter to the Editor... 
It is unconscionable that the University System, 
and GSU as a unit of that system, continues to 
allow unprecedented enrollment at a time when 
state resources continue to evaporate. 
The faculty is being directed to do more with 
less while shouldering the impossible task of de- 
livering bigger and better quality education. The 
task has become all the more complicated with 
the administrations excitement over the Carn- 
egie's designation of GSU as a Doctoral-Research 
university. Numbers and names mean nothing if 
there are no resources to deliver. 
- While classes and teaching loads continue to 
grow at alarming rates research expectations and 
service demands multiply. Faculty has worked 
diligently to shoulder increased demands by 
sacrificing their family time, their personal well- 
being, and their incomes. But do administrators 
and public officials live in some alternative reality? 
How is it possible for those at the top to expect 
faculty to continue fulfilling their roles well under 
such increasing pressures? 
It has been clear for some years that despite 
continued state cutbacks GSU is committed to 
growing without so much as a meaningful con- 
versation about the costs of that commitment 
to quality education and scholarship. This is a 
numbers game. This is a name game and everyone 
at the bottom gets it. 
High numbers and fancy titles look good for 
those ascending the administrative ladder. The 
disregard for faculty, their needs and concerns 
is palpable and the best and brightest of us will 
continue to vote with our feet by leaving if and 
when we can. 
Dr. Debra Sabia 
Professor, Department of Political Science 
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12:00 AM, Aug 21 -12:00 AM, Aug 31 Welcome Week TBA 
12:00 AM, Aug 26 -12:00 AM, Aug 27 OSLCE: Blood Drive TBA 
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM Boro Browse Russell Union Rotunda 
5:00 PM - 6:00 PM Tri-Council Executive Off TBA 
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM Meet the Doctor (HS) Russell Union Ballroom 
Friday, August 28th 
.            A 
12:00 AM, Aug 21 -12:00 AM, Aug 31 Welcome Week TBA 
7:00 PM - 11:00 PM Eagle Cinema Movie Series Russell Union Theater J 1 
Saturday, August 29th 
12:00 AM, Aug 21 - 12:00 AM, Aug 31 Welcome Week TBA 
Monday, August 31th 
5:30 PM - 6:30 PM OSLCE: Leadership 101 Workshop - Russell Union 2043 
6:00 PM - 7:00 PM PHA Advisors 
6:30 PM - 8:00 PM House Calls - Residential Halls 
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM Movie: Trouble The Water - Russell Union Theater 
8:00 PM - 10:00 PM Comedy Night: Roy Wood Jr - Russell Union Ballroom 
8:05 PM - 9:05 PM NPHC Advisors - TBA 
Tuesday, September 1st 
5:00 PM - 10:00 PM IFC Recruitment 
6:00 PM - 7:00 PM NPHC Executive 
7:00 PM - 8:00 PM PHA Executive 
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM When The Levees Broke: Part 1 and 2 - Russell Union Theater 
7:00 PM - 8:30 PM GSU Unplugged - Starbucks 
Wednesday, September 2nd 
5:00 PM - 10:00 PM IFC Recruitment 
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM When The Levees Broke: Parts 3 and 4 ■- Russell Union Theater 
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Hackers Golf Park Clubhouse to include bowling alley and restaurant 
ByTiffaniAddison 
Guest writer 
After three years of planning, the largest adi- 
tion to Hackers Golf Park is underway. 
Many may recognize Darin Van Tassell as an 
international studies professor, but he is also one 
of the owners of Hackers Golf Park. 
Hackers Golf Park opened in 1998 and is 
a 17-acre golf park that includes a golf range, 
miniature golf and batting cages. 
Its latest addition, The Clubhouse is a fam- 
ily entertainment center which will include 
24 lanes of bowling, four private lanes, and an 
arcade and redemption area which will include a 
retail area that will sell more than just everyday 
arcade items. 
IPods, laptops and other prizes will top the list. 
The Clubhouse also includes a 3,000 square 
*mamm ■■'■ !:>*.■£ ' 
.„i       m m V" j ; jl^  i«"J_-- MM si J25L_™^ If__; 
foot laser-tag area, mini-bowling (which consists 
of slightly shorter lanes and a smaller ball that 
fits in your hand), a Ballocity entertainment 
area, a full service restaurant, a lounge and 
ballpark-themed snack bar, a party room and a 
.Special Photo 
32-seat conference room - perfect for meetings 
and team building. 
Other amenities include a fog machine, light 
and laser show and big screen televisions that 
make the bowling experience more like being 
at a rock concert. 
Van Tassell stated that after three years of 
market research and contributions from sev- 
eral outside firms, construction is scheduled 
to begin this October and be completed early 
summer 2010. 
"Hackers needed an indoor option," said 
Van Tassell. 
"The inspiration for this project was to grow 
Hackers, and Statesboro and Georgia Southern 
have certainly become cosmopolitan enough 
to support this level of entertainment," he said. 
Van Tassell stated that he feels the Clubhouse 
will appeal to anyone from ages four to 84. 
"As someone who grew up in the area, as a 
professor, and a parent, I felt that this addition 
is something Statesboro, its residents, and the 
students of Georgia Southern will all celebrate 
and be excited about together. It's really going 
to be an important addition for all of us." 
Suspect arrested in last weeks armed robbery on campus near RAC 
By Abbey Lennon 
Guest writer 
Georgia Southern Police arrested Steven 
Lynburg McLeod, 21, on Aug. 19, after he 
. allegedly held an East Georgia student at 
gunpoint in an armed robbery attempt at 
11:24 p.m. 
The victim was walking down Akins 
Boulevard, the four-lane next to the RAC. 
"The victim was alone heading to an 
apartment down Akins Boulevard, and she 
first noticed a person walking up behind 
her but didn't think anything of it. Then, 
something told her to turn around, and there 
he was with the weapon," said Major Dess 
Edenfield of the Public Safety Department 
of Criminal Investigations. 
According to Edenfield, the suspect was 
apprehended with the help of eyewitnesses 
and a quick response by GSU Police. 
"On Akins Boulevard in the ceramics 
building parking lot and were two officers, 
so once the witnesses saw what was going 
on they quickly responded to the officers," 
said Edenfield. 
"The witness then gave a description of 
the person, what they were dressed in, and 
the direction he was running. The officers 
were able to apprehend them momentarily 
after that," he said. 
University Police called the description in 
over the radio, and the suspect was quickly 
spotted on the pedestrium in front of the 
Carroll Building. Matching the description, 
an officer stopped him, questioned him and 
patted him down, finding a magazine clip in 
his pocket, according to Edenfield. 
"The suspect first gave a false name, and 
based on the officer's training and experi- 
ence, he decided the best thing to do was 
pat the suspect down. In one of the pockets 
on the suspect, the officer found a handgun 
magazine. We placed him under arrest and 
the other officers arrived and started to 
canvas the area. Not far from the area, the 
actual handgun was found," said Edenfield. 
The victim had no acquaintance with the 
suspect, who admitted he was trying to steal 
money from her, and there were no physical 
injuries. The contents of the victim's bag were 
returned once the suspect was apprehended. 
McLeod who is wanted in South Carolina 
is not a student of GSU and acted alone. 
McLeod was staying at the Best Western 
on 301 and is currently in Bulloch County 
Jail. 
Charged with one count of possession 
of a weapon in a school safety zone, one 
count of armed robbery, and one count of 
giving false information to law enforcement, 
McLeod will eventually face a Superior Court 
judge. Edenfield thanked the eyewitnesses 
and the officers accountable for McLeod's 
apprehension. 
"Without the aid of the witnesses, this 
suspect probably could have gone without 
being discovered, that and the quick response 
time of the officers. It was really classic police 
work," said Edenfield. 
The GSU Department of Public Safety 
encourages students to utilize their services; 
they are available to students 24/7. 
WELCOME BACK GSU STUDENTS! 
ssm Choose ANY^!    $5.99 
♦   DELI  . 
1100 Brampton Ave., Suite A 
Statesboro, GA •(912)681-3354 
www.mcalistersdeli.com 
We Accept Eagle Express Card 
Half of ANY Sandwich, 
Wrap or Panini. 
Half of        Salad. 
Cup of Soup or Chili.     • Half of ANY Spud. 
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Conversion to ADP payroll system mandated by the state   ENERGY 
By AbbeyLennon 
Guest writer 
The conversion to the new Automatic Data 
Processing (ADP) at Georgia Southern will 
officially begin for the fall semester when pay- 
checks for those paid bi-weekly, scheduled to go 
out on Friday. 
According to Director of Human Resources 
Paul Michaud, the conversion was mandated by 
the University System of Georgia (USG). 
"It's a state wide initiative, that a majority of 
schools are on," said Michaud. "This new ADP 
system is a centralized system for recording 
electronic timekeeping (e-time). It's a payroll 
HR system that coordinates all the data for all 
the employees throughout the state." 
The conversion to the new ADP system is 
part of the Shared Services program approved by 
the Board of Regents, in an effort to "unify and 
consolidate the Systems separate business func- 
tions throughout its colleges and universities," 
according to the USGs June, 11th press release. 
Michaud is familiar with other systems like 
ADP, and feels very strongly it will be highly ef- 
fective for Georgia Southern. 
"I've been under similar systems in the past, 
and they're all roughly the same, but it's a very, 
very good system. It's our goal to pay people 
timely and accurately," said Michaud. 
GSU went from an all paper system to an 
electronic system, but many of the policies and 
procedures for the new system are similar to 
the old. 
Although the transition may initially be tense 
for some, Michaud feels after the first pay period, 
it will get easier. 
"With any new system there are a lot of pro- 
cedures and policies that come about. Most of 
these policies and procedures were already here 
before and we're just emphasizing some of them," 
said Michaud. 
With the announcement of the new furlough 
policy, Michaud explains that the system is 
prepared for the deduction of salaries when the 
time comes around in the fall and in the spring, 
although there will be a few exceptions. 
"Wewillhaveessentialpeopleon campus such 
as public safety, potentially people in the residence 
halls, and certain services that we need. Those 
will be exempted from [the furloughs] and that 
decision is case by case," said Michaud. 
Alistingofthenewpoliciesofthe ADP system 
can he found at http://jobs.georgiasouthern.edu/ 
ADP/index.htm, by clicking on "New e-time 
policies and procedures. 
Library to host book signing for former GSU professor 
By Ally Rakoczy 
Staff writer 
Zach S. Henderson Library will be hosting a 
book signing for Karl E. Peace's autobiography, 
"Paid In Full." 
Peace, a professor in the Jiann-Ping Hsu College 
of Public Health, will be signing copies of his book 
in the George Burford Lorimer Reading Room, on 
the fourth floor by the fireplace. The reading will 
take place on Sept. 2 from 4 -6 p.m. until 6 pm. 
"Because it reflects my purpose in life: to con- 
tribute to and uplift the lives of others. Since I'm 
a native Georgian and Georgia Southern is where 
my post secondary educational pursuits began, and 
since there was a need in Georgia for Biostatistics 
and Public Health, creating endowments such that 
Georgia Southern would be at the forefront in 
Biostatistics and Public Health in the State was a 
no brainer," said Karl Peace. 
Peace has contributed in multiple ways to the 
university, particularly with his endowment of the 
Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health, and the 
17 different scholarships he has funded for students 
over the years. 
"Dr. Peace earned his bachelor's degree here, and 
he has long retained an interest in this institution as 
a way of contributing to the part of the state where 
he grew up," said Bede Mitchell, dean of the Library 
and university librarian. 
"Students can purchase his book, "Paid In Full", 
by ordering a copy from the publisher at www. 
plowboy-press.com or by contacting the Jiann-Ping 
Hsu College of Public Health to reserve a copy," 
said Mitchell. 
"I think the College of Public Health in large 
measure here at Georgia Southern was created be- 
cause of Dr. Peace's endowment, but that's only the 
start of it," said Charles Hardy, dean of the Jiann-Ping 
Hsu College of Public Health. 
"He's also been here since our inception, teach- 
ing, conducting research and providing service. 
He's a very strong member of our faculty and a very 
important part of our college," said Hardy. 
Peace's autobiography details his life growing 
up in Baker County, Ga. and how he went on to be 
the first one in his family, and the first individual 
from Baker County to earn a Ph.D in biostatistics.' 
According to Hardy, Peace has published books 
in the past, mostly relating to his field of biostatistics, 
including "Design and Analysis of Clinic Trials with 
Time to Event End Points," an edited text by Chap- 
man and Hall in the CRC Biostatistics Series.He is 
currently writing another biostatistic text. 
Proceeds from the sale of Peace's book will go 
towards funding programs of the Jiann-Ping Hsu 
College of Public Health. 
from page 1 
answering questions and explaining their positions 
on each of the topics. 
Following the pre-determined, moderated ques- 
tions, the floor was opened to the audience.Two 
common threads emerged throughout the evening: 
Energy concerns are not over-blown fabrications, 
and improving efficiency is a necessity. 
"I think the energy challenges in this country are 
real," said Barrow. "It is in our best interest to develop 
new technology that is cheaper, more abundant and 
cleaner than we have now." 
"Energy is going to be more expensive tomor- 
row than it is today" said Just, a GSU alumnus. 
"We all need to invest in efficiency to cut down on 
those costs." 
Panelists offered their ideas for Georgia to excel 
and emerge as a leader in energy sustainability. 
"There is a myth that Georgia weather isn't good 
for solar," said Marlow, a GSU graduate whose com- 
pany provides solar panels for customers throughout 
the southeast. 
"If you look at the data, we have great potential. 
We know the state has plenty of sun, and the hu- 
midity is no issue." 
"Georgia has a lot of undeveloped renewable 
energy potential," said Carr. "We just have to take 
a look all the possibilities. I think Georgia can be a 
leader in off-shore wind energy." 
According to Barrow, identifying possible solu- 
tions will be just one factor in relieving our state and 
country of its dependency on oil. 
"The real challenge will be with scale. We have 
to do things on a large enough scale to support the 
population," Barrow said. "If we can't find an energy 
source that is as abundant, and does as much for us 
as oil does, then we need to evaluate our lifestyles 
and consume less." 
Barrow likens the effort needed for a movement 
toward sustainability to the united effort Americans 
put forth for the Apollo space program in the 1960s. 
"The best way to achieve our goal is by directly 
investing in the effort. A large-scale effort is needed 
to make progress," he said. 
Every member of the panel called upon their 
audience for help in moving forward. 
"We have to do things differently, and we have to 
do them now," said Marlow. "We need your energy 
and passion to do it." 
According to Leege, the opportunities for stu- 
dents at Georgia Southern to get involved exist now. 
"I would love to see development of renewable 
energy on campus," she said. "I think we are headed 
in the right direction in terms of research and student 
involvement." 
FRANKLIN 
CHEVROLET - CADILLAC 
PONTIAC - BUICK - GMC 
912-764-6911 
GSU Students - show us your GSU ID and receive 10% off 
any purchase is Paris or Service Department. 
We want to be your ONE STOP SHOP 
from "Oil Changes & Tires, to major repairs" 
WE DO IT ALL! 
Our experienced Body Shop can fix all of those "Dents &  • 
Dings" that your vehicle might have. We accept all 
insurance claims, and we will give you a 
FREE ESTIMATE 
on your body & paint, repair. 
DID YOU KNOW WE TOW? 
24-7 
Call 912-687-3701 anytime. 
Check out our website 
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Changes in credit card regulations may benefit college students 
By Rashah McChesney 
Uwire 
The first of many deadlines required by the 
Credit Card Accountability Responsibility and 
Disclosure Act of 2009 (CARD) went into effect 
last Thursday. 
Card companies must now give at least 45 
days of warning of any policy changes to credit 
accounts. In addition, consumers must be given 
at least 21 days to pay their monthly statements 
and are now able to opt out of any interest rates 
and fee increases by cancelling their accounts and 
paying their balances under the old terms of usage, 
according to creditcards.com. 
For students, the new act means drastic changes 
in how they obtain and use credit, yet the deadline 
for companies to comply with parts of the law per- 
taining to students is not until February 2010. Jon 
Drummond, corporate spokesperson for Discover, 
said his company does not anticipate making any 
major changes to their policies. 
"We have the basic direction, but we're waiting 
for the full interpretation of the law from the Fed.," 
he said. "We haven't marketed on campuses for 
more than three years, so we really don't have to 
do anything with regard to that. We haven't needed 
to go on campus like some of our competitors and 
offer free incentives." 
According to the "Protection of Young Con- 
sumers" section of the act, a credit card issuer 
cannot offer students tangible benefits in exchange 
for a credit card application if it takes place on 
campus or at an event sponsored by an institution 
of higher education. 
Congress also recommended that higher 
education institutions consider requiring credit 
card issuers to inform campuses when they will 
be marketing on campus, limiting the number of 
locations on campus and having debt education 
counseling sessions for new students. 
Consumers under the age of 21 can only open 
a credit card account with a co-signer who has 
proved the ability to repay or if they can prove the 
ability to repay on their own, according to the act. 
Drummond said he was unsure exactly how a 
consumer would provide proof, but that it would 
be explained to the banks when the interpretation 
of the law was released. 
While it is unclear what the proof of financial 
independence willbeJeanneM. Hogarth, program 
manager and economist for the Federal Reserve 
Board, said she thought it would entail financial 
institutions looking at a student's assets. 
"My bet is that most incoming freshmen cer- 
tainly aren't going to have that kind of evidence of 
financial independence," Hogarth said. 
There are also provisions for a "Safe Harbor" 
in Section Three of the act, which mandates the 
full disclosure of agreements made between credit 
card companies and higher education institutions. 
Tahira Hira, executive assistant to the president 
and a member of the national president's advi- 
sory council on financial literacy, said she thinks 
implementing the new restrictions is responsible. 
"The reason behind this is that we need to make 
sure that people who are asking for credit cards 
understand how they are used, and some people 
promise to pay later and didn't have the ability," 
Hira said. "The government is saying that we need 
to make sure that we give the card to someone 
who has the potential to pay what they charge on 
the credit cards." 
Hira said credit card companies had been heav- 
ily criticized for giving credit cards to everyone, 
and especially to young people. 
. "So now, if these young people are dependent 
on other adults, parents or others who are com- 
P22.    2£E    c^^ 
Special photo 
mitting their money, well, I think that's important 
because now that adult will be part of this whole 
conversation and will have some understanding of 
what their student is spending," she said. "They can 
put some rules and regulations on it." 
Hogarth said the reason credit card companies 
were able to offer credit to students without wor- 
rying about their income was the low amount of 
credit extended. 
"So the credit card companies are not really 
risking a lot," said Hogarth. "You might have a 
couple of hundred dollars rather than a couple of 
thousand dollars." 
U^fi }/C&S 
Pregnancy   Center 
Pregnant? 
Free and Confidential Testing and 
Counciling. Off Campus Location. 
Hot Line: 9AM-9PM 912.764.4303 
Appointments Only. 
106-B Oak Street, Statesboro, Georgia • www.choicesoftheheart.org • 912.764.4303 
International job opportunities immediately available for Post-doctoral, Doctoral and select Masters Candidate's. 
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* Engineering: electrical, chemical, nuclear, mechanical and aeronautical. 
* Sciences: physics, biology, chemistry, toxicology, virology and veterinary science, 
* Computer Science: telecommunications, shipping/logistics and procurement/acquisitions. 
Our global partners include: multi-national and public entity firms focused on the most advanced 
engineering and scientific research projects. 
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Jk': and work overseas. 
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Tales from Airborne school: A reflection on military training 
By Joey Newton 
Guest columnist 
In March, I asked the ROTC Battalion Com- 
mander, Lt. Col. George Frederick a question. 
"Sir, when can I go to Airborne school?" Shortly 
after, I got my answer. 
Also known as "jump school," this course 
teaches soldiers how to safely jump out of air- 
planes, the military way. Service members from 
all branches - Army, Air Force, Marines, and 
Navy - send soldiers to Airborne School. 
It is a three-week course that takes place in 
Ft. Benning, Ga., next to Columbus. The course 
is divided into three phases: ground week, tower 
week and jump week. 
Airborne school is made up mostly of active 
duty, reserve and National Guard soldiers of all 
ranks. However, in the summer," ROTC cadets 
are allowed to attend. 
This gives cadets the opportunities not only 
to learn how to conduct Airborne Operations 
safely, but to also learn leadership lessons from 
these tough men and women who are currently 
serving our nation and with whom they will 
soon be working. 
Week One Begins: During this week, students 
learn how to land when coming to earth in a 
parachute. The 'chutes the Army uses are different 
from the ones used by skydivers. They are steer- 
able - a little bit - but the descent is much faster. 
This means the landing is much harder. In 
order to prevent injuries, you practice landing 
hundreds of times. You practice in a pit of pea 
gravel by jumping off of platforms and landing. 
You slide down cables -in all different directions- 
and land. For five hours a day, you jump, land, 
get back in line and do it again. 
Needless to say, by the end of the week, you 
KNOW how to land (and your butt is pretty 
sore...). Landing has nowbecome second nature 
- complete muscle memory. 
Week Two Begins: This week you'll get to 
practice a "tight body position" - the proper 
position to assume when exiting the aircraft. 
You do this by climbing into the 34-foot towers, 
mock-ups of the C-130 jump aircraft.. 
You will jump out of this tower - which is es- 
sentially a fancy zip line with four other people to 
practice keeping the proper spacing when jump- 
ing. You will also get to train on the "suspended 
harness," a slightly painful training device that 
teaches you how to steer the parachute, and the 
"swing landing trainer" (also slightly painful) 
which teaches resilience among other things, 
but primarily teaches how to prepare to land. 
Weather permitting (and for my class it did 
not), you will be dropped from the 250 foot tower 
with a complete parachute, and land similar to the 
parachute rides at Six Flags, only not on a cable. 
Week Three Begins: It is 4 a.m. and you are 
standing outside in formation, wondering what 
this week has in store. It's jump week, what you've 
been training for two weeks. 
This week, you will jump out of a plane that 
is traveling at 120 mph, ride your chute into 
the landing zone, and land. You will do this five 
Joey Newton/SPECIAL 
times. Once will be at night. Once will be with 
50 pounds of equipment strapped to your legs. 
My first jump had me shaking in my boots. It 
was the scariest, most exhilarating five minutes 
of my life! After the first jump, they are not quite 
as scary - you know what to expect. There is, 
however, a healthy nervousness that keeps you 
alert throughout the operation every time. 
After five jumps, you are Airborne qualified, 
and are pinned with your jump wings. 
Coming from a family of paratroopers, it was 
a great honor and accomplishment for me to earn 
my own set of jump wings. I was beaming with 
pride when my father, a retired Green Beret, 
pinned on my wings at graduation. 
With my jump wings now on my chest, I walk 
a little taller, stand a little straighter, and smile 
with more satisfaction, because I know that I can 
do the unthinkable, impossible, and unbeliev- 
able things required of me - and survive -1 am 
AIRBORNE! 
Georgia Southern sent nine cadets to jump 
school this summer. Each has a unique story. 
This is mine. 
DIIIIODUHU ILBH MIKIM 
EVENT CALENDAR 
Thursday, August 27,2009 
Boro Browse 
RU Rotunda @ 10:00 a.m.-l:00 p.m. 
"Sex Signals" 
Counseling Center @ 3:00 p.m. 
Ribbon Cutting 
Eugene M. Bishop Alumni Center @ 4:30 
p.m. 5:00 p.m. 
Friday, August 28,2009 
International Conversation Hour 
RU Ballroom @ 11:30 a.m.-l:00 p.m. 
Student Movie: "Drag Me To Hell" 
RU Theater @ 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. 
Saturday, August 29,2009 
Main Street Farmers Market 
Across from the courhouse in Downtown 
Statesboro @ 9 a.m.-12 p.m. 
Sunday, August 30.2009 
USHA Cookout 
RAC Pavilion @ 5:30 p.m.-7:00 p.m. 
Monday, August 31,2009 
Comedian: Roy Wood In 
RU Ballroom @ 7 p.m.-9 p.m. 
"Trouble In The Water" 
RU Theater @ 7 p.m.-9 p.m. 
Tuesday, September 1,2009 
"When The Levees Broke: A Requiem in 
Four Acts (Parts 1 and 2)" 
RU Theater @ 7 p.m. 
Wednesday, September 2,2009 
"When The Levees Broke: A Requiem in 
Four Acts (Parts 3 and 4)" 
RU Theater @ 7 p.m. 
COUN 
Located at 158 
East Parrish, Highway 301 
Phone: 912.681.9766 
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Inside look at the GSU cheerleaders: A day in the life of a GAME DAY practice 
Jessenia Martinez 
Guest writer 
We are always taught, as children, and in 
some cases early adult hood, that "practice makes 
perfect." This is true with our very own Georgia 
Southern Cheerleaders in their dedication and 
practices to keep the crowd full of spirit at all 
sports events and affiliations with the campus. 
Although perfection in their routines are 
shown during games, pep rallies, and other 
events in relation to the school, these NCA 
champs have plenty of practice time to show- 
casing their talents. 
"Game day practices are not our usual 
practices," said Coach Barry Munskay, "These 
practices are done to have them ready for the 
game. We don't do the usual conditioning as we 
do in our week day practices." 
■Game day practices are done on Fridays in 
preparation of the Saturday games. Typically, 
it is a walk through for the big game day and 
consists of ideas the teams have and form it into 
the routine. 
These practices is a long process and usually 
begin two weeks prior to the game day. Within 
that time, routines are put together and ideas 
are formulated between both the coed and girls 
squad to make the routines we see at every games. 
During the first practice day, individual ideas 
in tumbles, stunting, dance and jumps come up 
and are worked on. 
Some ideas that are thought of are things 
they think they can or want to try even if it has 
never been done. 
Threw all the sweat and the hard work the 
ideas are perfected and worked on the remaining 
days they have available to work on it. 
The Friday before the game, some last min- 
ute add-ins and take outs are made to keep the 
routines on both squads flowing. 
The morning of the game, however, is the 
actually when the final decisions are made in 
what will be used or taken out of the routine. 
This is decided at an early practice that game 
day to make sure things are still working out 
and flowing together in the routines. 
The end product is one that many athletes 
are honored to feel. 
"Its a rewarding feeling to be on the squad and 
apart of the school. It feels good to belong." said 
Nicole White, a captain of the coed team. Bethany 
Burton, a captain of the girls squad, agreed adding 
"It feels good to be apart of my school" 
Jessinia Martinez/STAFF 
The GSU cheerleaders practice dangerous stunts to- 
gether in the Hanner Fieldhous. Practices are held the 
Friday before Saturday games. 
* 
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The HP Mini netbook. Connected. Portable. Affordable. 
Introducing the ultra portable HP Mini netbook with America's Largest and Most Reliable 3G Network 
built-in. Loaded with an 80GB hard drive, webcam, and Windows® XP, it's anything but small. 
And now it's only $199" with Mobile Broadband plans! 
Activation fees, taxes Sorter charges apply* "■•■'.'. 
monthly access. 
HP* Mini netbook 
$299,99 2-yr. price, less $100 mail-in 
rebate debit card with 2-yr. activation 
OH a Mobile broadband plan. 
T^H 
witch to America's Largest and Most Reliable Wireless Network. 
Call 1.888.640.8776 Click verizonwireless.com Visit any store 
VERIZON WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS STORES Open 7 days a week.Technicians available at select locations. 
STATESBORO 609 Brannen St. 912-489 5095 BUSINESS CUSTOMERS 
1-800-899-4249 
10ur ^V9*5 (il?c1,1ed,\!'niv:Svc-of 12l9% of interstate *int'' telecom dirges (varies quarterly), 7< Regulatory & 92< Administrative/line/mo., & others by area) are not taxes (details: 1-888-684-1888); gov-t taxes & our surcharges could add 7% - 27% 
to your bill. Activation fee/line: $35. 
IMPORTANT CONSUMER INFORMATION: Subject to Customer Agmt, Data Plan, credit approval & rebate form. Up to $175 early termination fee, up to S.10/MB after allowance. Mobile Broadband is available to more than 280 million people in the U S in 259 maior metros Offers & coveraae 
not available everywhere. Rebate debit card takes up to 6 wks. & exp. in 12 mos. Network details & coverage maps at verizonwireless.com. ©2009 Verizon Wireless. ' NEy$ 
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COMING NEXT WEEK 
A review of the horror sequel 'The Final Destination' 
A spotlight on Eagle Entertainment president Paul Tenzel 
'Video Gamers'Alliance'club 
has big plans for the fall 
By Robert Greene II 
Staff writer 
Video Gamers Alliance, or VGA, enters the 
2009-2010 academic year under the leadership of 
President Earl Van Alstyne. Alstyne has already 
put measures into place designed to reform the 
structure of Video Gamers' Alliance. 
Alstyne said he took the group "from a 
bunch of people to an actual executive panel 
that organized events and tournaments." His 
executive board includes a Vice President, Drew 
Sturdivant, a Secretary, Melissa Acevedo, and a 
Competition Manager John Baker. 
"We're trying to bring about more competi- 
t**.n" said Alstyne. 
A
*tyne plans for the semester include trav- 
eling to ^rj0us video game tournaments in 
the region so^at gamers at Georgia Southern 
can gain experib,ce m playing against semi- 
professional and passional gamers 
Alstyne said they p^ t0 travd t0 the Im_ 
pact Clash tournament, hM in Atlanta this 
November. 
"We might try to go to events in su..ounding 
areas, such as Jacksonville, Atlanta and Au,, st» 
said Alstyne. 
Baker said that one of his goals is "to find the 
best of the best at this school" in terms of gam- 
ing. A "ladder system" will be used to determine 
whom the best gamers are for each game played 
in tournaments throughout the fall semester. 
"The ladder system is experience-based," said 
Baker. "It's based on who you beat." The ladder 
system is based around tournaments held dur- 
ing the year, according to Sturdivant.The ladder 
system will factor into who is invited first to 
travel to regional tournaments. 
VGA's first tournament is planned for Sep- 
tember and will feature the game "Halo 3". For 
the winner, the prize.will be the "Halo 3: Orbital 
Drop Shock Trooper" expansion pack, which 
the winner will receive as soon as-it is released 
on Sept. 22. 
"We know there's a lot of good competitors 
on campus," said Sturdivant. 
VGA is also attempting to expand its base 
by appealing to another group of students that 
may not traditionally feel included in the gam- 
ing culture." 
We plan to have a 'Ladies night'"said Acevedo, 
"just to show that not only guys game." She said 
that they plan to have tournaments for female 
players only, including games such as Halo. 
VGA, for Alstyne and his executive board, is 
about more than gaming. They plan on having 
a tournament later in the year where the entry 
fee will be canned goods for charity. 
In addition, Alstyne has set a personal goal 
for the organization to raise money for a char- 
ity called "Child's Play," which was founded by 
the writers of the famed "Penny Arcade" Web 
comic series. 
"Child's Play gets games and toys for children's 
hospitals, so they'll have some entertainment 
while they are in the hospital," said Alstyne. 
Most tournaments will have money as the 
entry fee, although smaller tournaments will 
use canned goods. 
Games that the organization will play include 
many fighting games, including "Tekken 5" and 
"Street Fighter 4"; first person shooters such as 
* "Halo" franchise; party games such as "Super 
,   „ *?rather Brawl"; and sports games such as 
the Maa<^„,     . «,.T-. A» r      f. 
.. rwd NCAA franchises. Also, each Pn«-    ,     , 
, . me shop Gamesboro will host private tournamt.   ,    ,.„, 
i      u- u     u c  > . ;„&r VGA members only, which will factor into 
like other, on-campus tournameudder system 
Fees for the organization are $^ 
provides not only membership but a free T*-lic 
Meetings are held every Thursday from 6-11 
p.m., although starting Sept. 18 every other week 
meetings will only be for dues-paying members. 
Every other week, everyone is invited, according 
to Alstyne. 
J 
-_—;—— ■.- 
ft.     n 
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'GSU Unplugged' showcases students 
Hosted by Eagle Entertainment at Starbucks, students performed their many talents through poetry readings and/or song.. 
Eagle Entertainment is looking forward to these shows every Tuesday, and encourages students to participate. 
Free Starbuck coffee vouchers were handed out to those who attended Tuesdays show. 
Brandilyn Brown/STAFF Brandilyn Brown/STAFF Brandilyn Brown/STAFF 
Poetry readings were performed at GSU Georgia Southern students listen to the many different performances presented        Joey Newton performed a song in poetry at 
Unplugged Tuesday at Starbucks in the Russell Tuesday night. the event. 
Quench Your Thirst! 
Catholic Information Session 
4:45'-5:45pm Sunday 8/30/09 
St. Matthew Catholic Church 
on gentilly road across from gsu campus,   http://stmatthewsparish.com 
Jr 
\ 
Frazier's 
Flowers &Gifts 
Friendly, Caring, and Direct. 
\, Cut Out the Middle Man and Order Directly from Us 
We Know Flowers 
At 
Jf 
Bring in this Ad and get 10% off your purchase over $25! 
Visit us at the Locally Owned arid Operated Blower Shop 
Or visit us online at w\\ w.fl*Jtziersflowers.com ,,^^, 
202 S. Zetterower Avenue Statesboro • 912.489.7373 or 1800.205.0612 • www.fraziersflowers.coni • Fax* 912.489.82 
:  ',   - : '■ u. — !—fci 1 ,  
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Free ads for students, faculty & staff (non-commercial!: Just go to 
www.gadaily.com    -click on classifieds 
You must include your names, phone number and Georgia Southern e-mail address for 
freebies. No phone calls please, at this price we don't take dictation. 
CLASSIFIED CATEGORIES 
100 Announcements 
HO Auditions 
20 Freebies 
30 Lost & Found 
40 Other Announcements 
200 Buy or Sell 
210 Autos for Sale ■ 
220 Auto Parts for Sale 
230 Bicycles for Sale 
240 Books for Sale 
250 Computers & Software 
260 Miscellanneous for Sale 
270 Motorcycles for Sale 
280 Tradeft Barter 
290 Wanted 
300 Employments Job Services 
310 Career* Job Services 
320 Child Care Needed 
330 Child Care Provider 
340 Internships/Volunteer 
350 Jobs/Full Time 
360 Jobs/Part Time 
370 Opportunities/Business 
380 University Work 
390 Wanted Jobs 
400 Housings Real Estate 
410 Apartments 
420 Lofts S Rooms 
430 Mobile Homes 
440 Real Esate for Sale 
450 Roommates Wanted 
460 Storages Moving Services 
470 Student Housing 
480 Sub Leases 
490 Vacation Rentals 
500 Personals 
500 Personals 
600 Services 
610 Education STutoring 
620 Financial Aid/Loans 
630 Legal Services" 
640 Resumes/Typing/DTP 
650 Services/Miscellaneous 
700 Travel 
710 Spring BreakTravel 
800 Transportation/Rides 
800 Transportation/Rides 
900 Miscellaneous 
910 Pets S Pet Supplies 
size small for women. Barely Used. $75. Call 912-     Female roommate needed for 3br/2ba house off     security on site.   Please call Sarah at 478-954- Announcements 
100-199    . 
140 Other Announcements 
The Humane Society needs you! We tiave meetings 
on the first Monday of each month at 7:00 pm at St. 
Matthews Catholic Church, Gentilly Road at John 
Paul Ave. Be a friend to the animals of Statesboro! 
Call 229-206-0181 for more info! 
690-7090. 
Buy or Sell 
200 - 299 
210 Autos for Sale 
For Sale: 2001 White/Gray Dodge Neon. 70K miles. 
Clean interior. New tires. Great gas mileage. Call 
Kevin at 770-354-3662 for more info. 
Black 1998 Ford Explorer. 95,000 Miles, Leather 
interior, power locks and windows, multi-disc CD 
Changer, CD and Cassette Player, New tires. $3400 
OBO. 706-829-2531      
1999 Ford Escort SE-Black/grey. 121K miles, AC, 
Power Windows. Great Condition/very clean. Must 
sell- $ 2800 or best offer. Neel 912-536-3030 
2007 Toyota 4-Runner for sale. In excellent condi- 
tion with only 39,000 miles and asking $23,000. 
Call 429-5182 if interested. 
260 Miscellaneous for Sale 
Costa Del Mar VELA WHITE FRAMES W/GRAY 
WAVE 400 Polarized WaveCR 39 lenses Frame 
Need living room furniture? Buy my comfy and 
stylish burgundy chair. Good condition. $50. FREE 
DELIVERY. Call 912-536-3851 
Employment & Job Services 
300 - 399 
370 Opportunities/Business 
BARTENDING $300/DAY POTENTIAL! No experi- 
ence necessary. Training provided. Age 18+ OK. 
1-800-965.-6520 ext 296. 
380 University Work 
GSU Volleyball is looking to hire members to form 
a small pep band. We also need a videographer to 
film during our matches. These are paid positions. 
Contact 912-478-1502 for more info. 
Housing & Real Estate 
400 - 499 
450 Roommates 
Roommate needed for 4BR/3BT, 2-story condo. 
Full second floor is available for $400. The master 
suite, and a second BR and BT are included. Call 
912-536-8209 for more info. 
2 Guys, 1 Girl looking for another roommate in a 
4bd/4bt house located in Burkhalter. Rent is 350. 
Call 7703806239 if interested. 
301 Bypass. Newly renovated, clean, garage, big 
backyard. Two great roommates currently live in 
the house. Call Cyndi @ 706-975-9457.  
Roommate needed in 2BR/2BT Duplex. Large 
yard, frinedly neighborhood off Cypress Lake Road. 
912-531-4805 
470 Student Housing 
2 Female roommates needed to share new 
3BR/3BA Condo in The Hammocks. $325/month. 
Shared utilities. Available immediately. Call 912- 
541-5093 for more info.  
2BR Townhome at Timber Point. Nice, large rooms. 
Kitchen w/ all appliances including island for food 
prep. Off street parking. Large back yard. Nice, 
safe neighborhood. No smoking. No pets. $550 
rent. Please call today 949-463-3068 
Talon's Lake-4 bed/4 bth, dsl/cable included $300/ 
room available July 27th to move in. 682-5105 
Grove Lakes 105 Cherry St. Cul-de-sac. 2320 sf 
'3BR/3BT Lg fam rm w fp. Eat in kitchen. Lg laun- 
dry rm. Xtra rm. Strge 11x15; shop 24x36. Screen 
porch. Covered dock. 8acpond. 15minstoGSU. 
912-682-1226 
4 BR/4 BT in Burkhalter Plantation. Very nice house 
with all appliances included. Each room available 
for $350 plus utilities/month. Call 912-536-6055. 
Please leave message.  
480 Sub Leases 
Pet-friendly sublease available in Burkhalter Planta- 
tion. 4BR/4BT, but the other rooms aren't rented. 
House/appliances only 1 yr old. $350/month. 
(770)364-5088 
Sublease an apt in Campus Crossings ASAP. 4/ 
BR, furnished, all females, pool, gym, tanning bed, 
1685 if interested. 
478-954-0971 
You can also call Dianna @ 
Sublease room at the Avenue. 2 BR, 2 1/2 batt 
townhouse. Rent is $445, all inclusive. Free Wi-Fi 
Great Roommate. Female Preferred. trobbin2@ 
email.georgiasouthern.edu 
Need female subleaser for 1 BR in 4BR/4BA fur- 
nished apt. Rent and utilities paid for Aug-Oct anc 
utilities paid for Nov-Dec. Lease is for 8/11/09 
7/31/10, rent$425/mo, util $40, 678-494-1993 
Sublease apt. at the Pointe now until the end o 
July (can be negotiated). $360 all inclusive, emai 
me at melissa_a_laliberte@georgiasouthern.edu 
Male or Female subleaser needed at Campu 
Crossing. $460/month. Will pay reservation fes 
and first month's rent. All inclusive. Contact re 
gina_ruiz@georgiasouthern.edu  
Sublease in Copper Beech. 4BR/4.5 Bath. 3 amaz 
ing female roommates. Very clean. Rent is $370 
Please contact Katie at 678-447-8888 or by emai 
creightonkatie@yahoo.com.  
Miscellaneous 
900 - 999 
910 Pets & Pet Supplies 
Obedience Classes and Puppy classes for-onl) 
$75! Private lessons also offered prices starting a 
just $50! Seminars for $20 with $15 to OTC/GSl 
students, firefighters, police, and military with ID 
912-531-7585. 
Pure-bred lab puppies for sale; 6 weeks old or 
Aug 15. 2 chocolate males: $200 each; 2 blacl 
males: $150 each; 1 black female: $100. Cal 
912-682-5039 
C 
FAM, THIS IS MY MOM. 
SO, YOU'RE THE ONE WHO 
HAS A CRUSH ON MY CLIFFY? 
D THATS SWEET, CONSIDERING HE'S 03VI0USLY OUT OF 
YOUR LEAGUE. 
DOES SHE ALWAYS 
SWEAR SO MUCH? 
ONLY WHEN 
I'M AROUND. 
109 
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Sudoku 
4 1 
9 5 
9 3 
5 3 1 
4 2 8 6 
6 9 2 
8 4 
2 5 9 
3 8 6 
leve/:Q][2]| 
Complete the grid so each row, column and 
3-by-3 box (in bold-borders) contains every digit 
1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit 
www.sudoku.org.uk. 
Solution to Tuesday s puzzk i 
7 4 1 3 9 6 8 2 5 
3 8 6 2 5 1 7 4 9 
2 5 9 7 4 8 3 1 6 
5 2 4 1 7 3 6 9 8 
8 1 7 9 6 4 2 5 3 
6 9 3 5 8 2 4 7 1 
1 6 2 4 3 9 5 8 7 
9 3 5 8 2 7 1 6 4 
4 7 8 6 1 5 9 3 2 
or 
acl 
Dal 
] 
© 2009 The Mepham Group. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved. 
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle 
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis 
ACROSS 
1 Paul of 
"American 
Graffiti" 
6 Big Apple sch. 
10 One often 
looking down? 
14 Part of Caesar's 
boast 
15 Former manager 
Felipe 
16 Bishop of Rome 
17 Exterior 
attractiveness, to 
a Realtor 
19 Wilson of 
"Wedding 
Crashers" 
20 Beethoven's 
affliction 
22 Hunk 
24 Drei minus zwei 
25 Flummoxed 
26 Embraces, as a 
philosophy 
28 Site for saplings 
30 Old Italian bread 
31 Lined up 
33 What chambers 
of commerce do, 
and this puzzle's 
title 
38 Like a banquet 
39 Slightly 
41 Thorny shrubs 
commonly with 
yellow flowers 
44 Livestock food 
46 Billiards bounce 
47 James of 'The 
Godfather" 
49 Bar code? 
50 Drug safety test 
54 General Bradley 
55 Replay feature 
58 Soap actress 
Sofer 
59 Isle where 
Macbeth is 
buried 
60 Rope loop 
61 Scott in a 
landmark civil 
rights case 
62 Clairvoyant 
63 Kind of pressure 
that can cause 
headaches 
DOWN 
1 Driver's 
document: Abbr. 
2 Old French coin 
1 2 3 4 5 1 
18 
6 7 8 9 P 6 
11 12 13 
14 
" 
16 
17 
23 
19 
20 
1 28 29 22 24 i" ■32 M 26 ■ 
34 
■ 
35 36 37 
40 
30 
33 
42 43 
38 
47 48 
44    . 45 
39 
41 
51 52 53 
46 49 
56 57 
50 
1 54 55 | 58 59 60 61 62 63 
By Dan Naddor 
3 Vermont music 
festival town 
4 Early Christian 
pulpit 
5 Afternoon service 
6 Menu fowl 
7 Staff symbols 
8 Wordsmith 
Webster 
9 Christmastime 
10 Golf pro shop 
array 
11 Not in any way 
12 Feature of some 
corkscrews 
13 Popular 
analgesic cream 
18 Pitchfork-shaped 
letters 
21 Hitter of 755 
homers 
22 Hoedown dancer 
23 Lyrical 
27 Three-time 
Editorial 
Cartooning 
Pulitzer winner 
28 "Parsley is 
gharsley" poet 
29 Ocean State sch. 
31 Bird venerated 
by ancient 
Egyptians 
32 Frat letters 
8/26/09 
Tuesday's puzzle Solved 
s E T U P C A M P 1 A W O L A N 1 T A O M A R s E G O G 1 V E R V E T O T A L L 
A D o O V E R A B A R R E L 
A L 1 T L L O Y D s 
T H E B E E S K N E E S 
W O U L D A R M S M O E 
I N R E B A B A S M A M A 
G E O D R N O A E G 1 S 
R A 1 N B O W B R 1 T E 
I M P O R T H A R E 
D O R O T H Y G A L E A G O 
L O O K 1 u S E R A C H E D E L O 1 M E T A S P E N D S A F E E R A S T A M E S 
(c)2009 Tribune Media Services, Inc 
34 "Spider-Man" 
director 
35 New Deal prog. 
36 Breeding horse 
37 Heroic tale 
40 Drops on the 
grass 
41 Agreement 
42 More tranquil 
43 French satellite- 
launching rocket 
44 Old MacDonald's 
place 
45 Whopper 
toppers 
47 Duplicate 
48 Fighting big-time 
51 Members of Gil 
Grissom's team, 
briefly 
52 Medicinal plant 
53 Yours, in Tours 
56 The Buckeyes, 
initially 
57 Super : game 
console 
oh tke gravity of WONDERMARK.COM 
^Tr^^iifinir srrgr.T-g ssasxmsSkxi tut 
...I LIKE PETE JUST 
FINE, BUT HE TAKES 
HIMSELF WAY TOO 
SERIOUSLY. 
I KNOW WHAT 
YOU MEAN. HE 
REALLY NEEPS TO 
LIGHTEN UP. 
I PON'T TAKE MYSELF TOO 
SERIOUSLY! WHY WOULP THEY 
SAY THAT?? WHAT IN THE 
WORLP WOULP GIVE THEM 
THAT IMPRESSION? I'M A 
FUN-LOVING GUY! 
I MEAN, I TAKE MY WORK 
SERIOUSLY, SURE. BUT THAT'S 
GOOP, RIGHT? YOU WANT 
SOMEONE COMPETENT! BUT I 
THINK THEY WERE REFERRING 
TO MY PERSONALITY! 
THEY MUST HAVE GOTTEN 
THE WRONG IMPRESSION 
SOMEHOW. I WONPER WHAT IT 
WAS I PIP! I'LL HAVE TO PAY 
CLOSER ATTENTION TO MY 
BEHAVIOR FROM NOW ON. 
MAYBE I SHOULP 
LAUGH MORE. NO, IT 
CAN'T SEEM FORCEP! 
BUT WHY WOULP IT BE? 
I'M AS HAPPY-GO-LUCKY 
AS THEY COME!        A 
WHY WOULP THEY 
SAY I TAKE MYSELF 
TOO SERIOUSLY? 
16 
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Weekend Wrap August 27 through September 2 
Wednesday night at... 
Jamans Carribean 
Grill 
Photos byJessenia Martinez, G-A staff photographer 
Everyday: $ 1 Sweet Tea, 2-5 p.m. 
Thursday: Shrimp dinner for $3.99 
Friday: Shrimp dinner for $6.99 
Saturday: Shrimpdinnerfor$6.99 
Sunday: Shrimp dinner for$6.99 
Monday: Shrimp dinner for $ fi.99 
Tuesday: Shrimp dinner for $6.99 
Wednesday... 
340 Henry Boulevard- 912-764-2764 
f All Day Everyday           ^ 
cy^s • $3 32 ot. Big Peer 
O 
•$2 20oz.Beer 
»!'        1 •$ 2 Wells 
MM • $2 Margaritas 
6^J: O 
Friday: Grand Reopening @ 7 p.m.; 
Performance by Speedy Claxton 
200 LanierDrive • 912-681-1372 
v v         www.dosprimosonline.com         J 
Mon.-Fri.: $5.99 Express Lunch 11-4 
Mo n.-Sat.: Happy Hour 5-7 p.m. 
Thursday: Bike Night; Double Reward Points 
Friday: $ 3 Top Shelves All Day; Burger Bar 
Sat.: $ 2 Well Vodka; Karaoke 6p.rn.-12 a.m. 
Monday: Game Board Night!; $ .40 Oysters 
Raw or Steamed; $ 2 Miller Lite/64 
Tuesday: All You Can Eat Boneless Wings 
$ 7.99; Dart Board League 6 p.m. 
Wednesday: $.30 Wings Eat In Only 
711S. Main Street • 912-681-7066     j 
Thursday: $1 Bourbons 
Friday: Jamie Woods 
Saturday: Toby McDonald 
Sunday... 
Monday... 
Tuesday: $ 1 Wells All Day 
Wednesday: $ 1 Vodka 
3 Georgia Avenue • 912-681-3207 
Thursday: Pool Tournament • 6-Ball, 6 p.m. 
Friday... 
Saturday: Bloodkin,10p.m. 
Sunday... 
Monday: Darts League, b p.m. 
Tues.: Texas Hold'em Poker Night, 7:30 p.m. 
Wednesday: FQC Weekly Open Mic/Variety 
Show, 9 p.m. 
1068 Savannah Avenue • 912-489-3233 
www.frenchquarterstatesboro.com    y 
Thursday: Live Music 
Friday: Cornhole 
Saturday: Poker 
Sunday... 
Monday: Cornhole Tournament 
Tuesday: Beer Pong 
Wednesday: Trivia withCabbott 
516 S. Main Street • 912-489-3365 
Is Your Place the Place 
To Be on Wednesdays? 
Share with the rest of us! 
Local Bar or Restaurant? 
Want to reach the college students? 
This space could be yours! 
Advertise with us! Call ADS at 912-478-5418. Advertise with us! Call ADS at 912-478-5418. 
Want to see your restaurant featured in our paper? 
Is your band performing at a local establishment? 
Let us know!! Call 912-478-5418. Weekend Wrap 17 Thursday, August 27,2009 
Monday through Saturday: 
Happy Hour Draft Pint $2.75; 
$ 3 Wells; 112 price martinis and 
margaritas 
Monday through Friday: 
11 a.m. -2 p.m. Lunch Special Slice Pizza/ 
Salad & Drink for $ 7.99; $ 3 bombs 
1098 Bermuda Run • 912-681-4743 
<s% 
O 
Monday through Saturday: 
Happy Hour from 5-7 p.m. 
Thursday: 17th Floor (band) 
Friday: 311 Tribute Grass Roots 
Saturday: UFC 
Monday: Jumbo wings for $ 9.99 
Tuesday: All You Can Eat Wings 5-8 p.m.; 
karaoke @ 9 p.m., no cover 
Wednesday: Wild Wednesday 
1 University Plaza • 912-681-2444     ^ 
Thursday: $ 1 Bourbons 
Friday: $1 Vodkas 
Saturday: $ 1 Bud Light Drafts; $ 3 
bombs 
Sunday... 
Monday... 
Tuesday: $ 1 Bud Light Drafts; $ 1 wells 
Wednesday... 
75 University Plaza • 912-681-9777    x 
Thursday: 10oz. Prime Rib for $9.99 
Friday: Flying Low 
Saturday: DukeofDJs 
Sunday: Kids Eat Free 
Monday: $ 1.99 drafts, liquor; $ 2.49 
house wine 
Tuesday: 10oz. Prime Rib for $9.99 
Wednesday: Alaskan Snow Crab I1/2 
pounds for $14.99 
1601 Statesboro Place Circle » 912-871-6474, 
Thursday - Friday: Dance Night with 
VUWes Nobles 
Saturday: Stimulus Saturday w/ $ 2 
Beers 
Sunday: Rehab Pool Party 
Monday... 
Tuesday ... 
Wednesday: Bar Wheel and Dollar Drinks 
Thursday: Toga Party 
8 University Plaza • 912-681-7839 
Budget Tight? 
Pinching Pennies? 
Find Deals Here. 
Look for the Weekend Wrap 
every Thursday 
in the George-Anne. 
Wednesday night at... 
damans Carribean 
Grill 
           ,  1 
m 
S0mT 
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Photos byJessenia Martinez, G-A staff photographer 
What's Happening Statesboro? 
You tell us, and well tell everyone else! 
Local bar and restaurant owners, interested in seeing your musical acts and specials listed in the G-A ? 
If you're not here and you want to be, contact us@912-478-5418, or e-mail your events 
and contact information to assignments@georgiasouthern.edu. 
—n- -—- --^.. 
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National stimulus funds go to energy research 
By Alexandra Wilcox 
Uwire 
TheLawrenceBerkeley National Laboratory will 
receive an extra $40 million in stimulus funds for 
research in alternative energy and power grids.Sec- 
retary of Energy Steven Chu announced Tuesday. 
The recent award, part of a national $371 million 
in new funds from the administration of President 
Barack Obama, brings the lab's total stimulus fund- 
ing up to $156 million. 
The lab received about $115 million from the 
Obama Administration in March, most of which 
is going towards maintaining infrastructure and 
creating a laser accelerator proj ect and a high-speed 
computer network. 
The additional stimulus money will go toward 
five projects at the lab, which is funded by the 
U.S. Department of Energy but managed by the 
University of California system. 
Researchers at the lab said the new money will 
create jobs and provide for long-term economic 
recovery and the strengthening of scientific in- 
dustries. 
"These new initiatives will help to create new 
jobs whileallowing the U.S. to maintain its scientific 
leadership and economic competitiveness," said 
Chu, who is the former director of the lab. "The 
projects provide vital funding and new tools for 
research aimed at strengthening Americas energy 
security and tackling some of sciences toughest 
challenges." 
About $11.3 million of the new funds will go 
the lab's Advanced Light Source, a division that 
operates a powerful X-ray machine that is used by 
roughly 1,800 scientists from across the country. 
Researchers use theX-raymachine to see things 
at an atomic and molecular level, including the study 
of biological proteins that could help researchers 
develop drugs and learn more about diseases, said 
Roger Falcone, director of Advanced Light Source 
and a UC Berkeley physics professor. 
The money could create a few dozen jobs and 
will go towards updating its instruments to cur- 
rent standards, part of its divisions strategic plan. 
The Advanced Light Source and its machine 
were established about 15 years ago. 
"We have been struggling with the Department 
of Energy to find those funds in an array of very 
tight budgets for science," he said. "If we hadn't had 
this, we could improve over a much longer time 
scale... we definitely would not have been able to 
go at a rapid pace as we are now and quite possibly 
(may) have not at all." 
RIDE THE REST OF THE SUMMER OUT AT THE 
COOLEST PLACE IN STATESBORO!! 
August 29:10 am - 6 pm 
August 30: Noon-6 pm 
September 5:10 am-6 pm 
September 6: Noon-6 pm 
September 7:10 am-6 pm 
www.splashintheboro.com 
(912)489-3000 
Hwy 24 East Statesborol 
Family Waterpark & Aquatics Center 
During the colder months, Splash in the Doro offers: 
Water Aerobics      * Recreational Swimming Saturdays Noon - 4 pm 
Lap Swimming       • HowRider lessons/sessions through October 
YOUR 
DINING PLAN I 
AUG 
Sports VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT 6ADAILY.COM FOR NEWS, POLLS AND BLOGS OM SPORTS Women's tennis schedule on page 20 19 The George-Anne Thursday,August 27,2009 
News from the Nest 
Volleyball ranks third in pre-season polls; 
hosts tailgate party for season opener 
By GSU News Service 
The Southern Conference announced Monday 
the predictions of the volleyball pre-season coaches 
poll and preseason All-Conference selections. 
Georgia Southern was tabbed to finish third in 
the South Division, receiving 47 points, including 
one first-place vote. 
The Eagles return lOplayers this season, includ- 
ing sophomore outside hitter Bethany Sanford 
(Avondale, Ariz.). In her rookie season, Sanford 
led the team in kills, recording 16 double-double 
performances in kills and digs and was named to 
the 2008 SoCon All-Freshman team. 
GSU registered a 16-18 season under the direc- 
tion of first-year head coach Chad Callihan. Cal- 
lihan, entering his second season at the helm of the 
program, added five newcomers to the 2009 squad. 
Samfqrd, the defending North Division regular 
season champion, was predicted to take first place 
in that division returning eight players. College of 
Charleston was chosen to finish first in the South 
Division as the Cougars will pursue their ninth- 
straight regular season title. 
Furman won the 2008 SoCon Championship, 
which carries an automatic bid to the NCAA 
Championships. Due to considerations, the format 
for the 2009 SoCon Championship has changed 
with the top two teams in each division at the end 
of the regular season advancing to the conference 
tournament. 
Traditional tailgate fare is on the menu for Sat- 
urday, Aug. 29 at Hanner Fieldhouse as the Georgia 
Southern Athletic Foundation (GSUAF) hosts its 
first-ever event for volleyball fans. Hamburgers, 
hot dogs, pizza and drinks will be served between 
6-7 p.m. for all Georgia Southern fans who hold a 
ticket to the 7 p.m. match against Troy. The tailgate 
event is free for all Volleyball season ticket holders 
and students, who are admitted free to all athletics 
events with a valid student ID card. 
GSU head volleybalLcoach Chad Callihan will 
address fans at the tailgate before the Eagles take 
the court. The tailgate will take place in the Hanner 
Fieldhouse parking lot, located at the corner of Ga. 
Hwy. 67 (Fair Road) and Herty Drive in Statesboro. 
Single match tickets are $5 for an adult and $1 
for a child (ages 3-12). A season pass for the 2009 
Eagle volleyball season for an individual is $ 15, and 
a family pass (two adults, two children) is $35. For 
more information on the volleyball season or single 
match tickets, please call the GSU Athletics Ticket 
Office at 1-800-GSU-WINS or visit the Web site at 
www.GeorgiaSouthernEagles.com. 
Tennis schedules released 
Men 
By GSU News Service 
Five fall tournaments and 11 home matches 
highlight Georgia Southerns 2009-2010 men's 
tennis schedule that was announced Tuesday. 
"The fall season is scheduled to be challenging 
to give everyone on the team the opportunity to 
compete in a number of matches before the regular 
season begins. It also will help give our newcomers 
a chance to gain competition experience at the 
collegiate level," said head coach Justin Miles. 
The Eagles open the 2009 fall campaign host- 
ing the Georgia Southern Invitational Sept. 11-13. 
Georgia Southern then hits the road to finish the 
fall season, first traveling to Tallahassee, Fla., for 
the FSU Invitational, October 2-4. Following 
the FSU Invite, the Eagles take part in the UNF 
Invitational (Oct. 9-11) before participating in 
the ITA Regional in Athens, Ga., October 22-26. 
The fall campaign will close out with the Alabama 
Invitational, October 31-November 1. 
"In order to be well-prepared for the Southern 
Conference tournament at the end of regular sea- 
son play, we've toughened up the spring schedule 
and we're now facing more challenging teams so 
our team can use the opportunity to strengthen 
the dynamics of the team," stated Miles. 
Regular-season action begins with four 
matches on the road for the Eagles, who first 
travel to Georgia Tech Jan. 17. GSU then takes 
on another Atlantic Coast opponent in Florida 
State, then Florida Gulf Coast and Florida A&M 
the weekend of Jan. 23 in Tallahassee, Fla. 
The home opener is set for Sunday, Jan. 31st 
when Georgia Southern welcomes USC Upstate 
to the Hanner Tennis Complex. A three-match 
road trip follows the home opener as the Eagles 
travel to take on Bethune-Cookman, Troy State 
and Central Florida (Feb. 5-7, respectively). 
Georgia Southern finishes the month of Febru- 
ary with home matches versus Jacksonville (Feb. 
13), Hampton (Feb. 21) and North Florida (Feb. 
27) before an away match opens conference play 
at Elon on March 6. 
The Eagles then bookend home tilts with 
Wofford and Furman and Samford and Georgia 
State around an away series against The Citadel 
and College of Charleston. 
The Eagles close out the month of March 
with a twO-day trip to North Carolina visiting 
Davidson (March 27) and Appalachian State 
(March 28). The final month of competition and 
final homestand of the season begins April 3 with 
South Carolina State. GSU will host conference foe 
UNC Greensboro on April 10 before the Eagles 
close out the regular season at home on April 17 
against UT Chattanooga. 
Due to cost-saving considerations, the 
Southern Conference Championship has been 
reformatted for the 2009-2010 season with the 
top four teams at the end of regular season play 
advancing to the tournament, April 24-25. The 
tournament will be hosted by the highest seed, 
with the winner earning the automatic bid to 
NCAA postseason play. 
Eight returnees highlight the 2009-201Q, 
roster for the Eagles, who made four additions 
to the squad. 
"The Caribbean in the 'Boro!" 
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Women's soccer begins 
By Robert Greene II 
Staff writer 
The Georgia Southern Lady Eagles' soccer 
team begins the 2009 season looking for the 
chance to improve upon a tough 2008 campaign. 
The Eagles went 4-11-3, losing eight of their 
games by one goal. The team was unable to win a 
game after Oct. 3, losing six of eight contests and 
tying the other two. In addition, Ashley Toussaint, 
who scored 13 goals and had four assists, along 
with three starters and seven letter-winners whom 
departed. The team enters the season ranked 10th 
in the always tough Southern Conference. 
Replacing the scoring of Toussaint is among 
the keys to a successful 2009 season for the Eagles. 
Forward Danae Kaimuloa will be important, as 
she was the teams second leading scorer last 
season with five goals and three assists. Another 
forward, fenny Anderson, will also help pick up 
the slack on offense. 
Defense will be extremely important for the 
Eagles, as they were outshot last season 303 to 165. 
Also, the opponents collectively had 117 corner 
kicks to the Eagle's 47, showing that opposing 
teams penetrated deeply into GSU's penalty box 
almost at will. Led by senior defender Michelle 
Carlson, the GSU defense will try to contain the 
high powered offenses of schools such as UNC 
Greensboro and Western Carolina. 
The Eagles have already shown that they have 
the ability to come back in games. In an exhibi- 
tion game against Charleston Southern on Aug. 
22, the Eagles were defeated 2-1, but not before 
scoring in the 53 minute to put themselves back 
in the game. Nonetheless, being outshot 23-8 
would come turn out to hurt the Eagles. 
This weekend, the Eagles begin the American 
Tournament in Washington, D.C. There, they will 
GSU Newsservice 
Ashley Hart enters hersixth yearasthe women's 
soccer Head Coach. 
play American University on August 28, and follow 
up with a game against Big East team Georgetown 
on August 30. They follow up with the Jacksonville 
Tournament from Sept. 4-6, where they will play 
North Florida and Jacksonville. 
Sept. 18 is their first home game against in-state 
rival Mercer, followedby Southern Conference road 
games against Appalachian State, and pre-season 
number two in the SoCon Western Carolina. On 
Oct. 2, the Eagles begin a crucial home stretch 
against Elon and pre-season number 1 intheSouth- 
ern Conference UNC-Greensboro. This game will 
give us the chance to avenge a 5-1 loss last season. 
The Eagles hope to return to the Southern 
Conference tournament for the first time since 
2006 and build with a young team for the future 
of this program. 
Women's Soccer Home Schedule 
DATE TEAM TIME 
Sept. 18th Mercer 4:00 
Oct. 2nd Elon 4:00 
Oct. 4th UNC-G 2:00 
Oct. 8th The Citadel 4:00 
Oct. 16th Furman 4:00 
Oct. 18th Wofford 1:00 
Tennis schedules continued.... 
Women 
By GSU News Service 
Head coach Amy Bonner announced the 2009- 
2010 schedule of play for the Georgia Southern 
women's tennis team Tuesday. The Eagles travel to 
four fall tournaments before regular season action 
opens at home on January 30,2010. 
"We have a great schedule for the 2009-2010 
season," said Bonner. "The fall season consists of 
four tournaments where I can get all of my players 
some competitive match play as well as allow my 
five newcomers to gain some early experience 
playing at the Division I level." 
GSU will once again open fall competition 
with the Brevard Mountain Invitational beginning 
Sept. 11. The three-day tournament will take place 
in Brevard, N.C. Followingthe lone tournament in 
September, the Eagles travel to three fall competi- 
tions during the month of October. 
The Eagles will make a return trip to Jack- 
sonville, Fla. for the UNF Invitational, Oct. 9-11, 
before traveling to Atlanta, Ga., for the ITA Re- 
gional beginning Oct. 22 and the Kennesaw Fall 
Classic, Oct. 30-31. 
Regular season action gets underway the 
weekend of Jan. 30 when GSU welcomes Florida 
A&M to the Hanner Tennis Complex on Saturday 
and USC Upstate on Sunday (Jan. 31). 
"Our spring season will kick off with eight 
non-conference matches that will help prepare us 
for our Southern Conference opponents," Bonner 
stated. "This season is going to be an exciting one 
as we are coming off strong 2009 season especially 
as we are adding five new players to our roster." 
Georgia Southern opens its away schedule 
with three road matches beginning with a trip to 
Stetson on Feb. 5th. Following Stetson, the Eagles 
will face Florida Adantic University Feb. 6th and 
Jacksonville the 11 on the road. 
The Eagles will return home for a three-match 
stint with Befhune-Cookman (Feb. 13), Coastal 
Carolina (Feb. 20) and Hampton (Feb. 21). GSU 
closes out the month of February on the road, 
making stops at Georgia State and Alabama- 
Birmingham, Feb. 26 and 27, respectively. 
A five-match home stand opens conference 
play as five conference foes travel to Statesboro to 
take on the Eagles. Western Carolina begins the 
conference slate on March 6, to be followed by 
UNC Greensboro (March 12), Wofford (March 
13), Furman (March 20) and Elon (March 22). 
The weekend of March 27, the Eagles will face 
off against Davidson and Appalachian State on 
the road before returning to Statesboro for their 
final home match of the season. March 31 marks 
senior day at the Hanner Tennis Complex as GSU 
closes out its home schedule with Mercer. 
GSU concludes the regular season traveling to 
Samford (April 10), UT Chattanooga (April 11) 
and College of Charleston (April 15). 
Due to economic considerations, the Southern 
Conference Championship has been reformatted 
for the 2009-2010 season with the top four teams 
at the end of regular season play advancing to the 
tournament, April 24-25. The tournament will be 
hosted by the highest seed, with the winner earn- 
ing the automatic bid to NCAA postseason play. 
For more information on 
GSU sports visit 
www.gadaily.com 
Notable Home Tennis Games 
Bold denotes men's games 
DATE                 TEAM TIME 
Sept. 1113th    GSU Invitational AIlDay 
Jan. 30th           Florida A&M 12:00 
March 6th       Western Carolina 2:00 
March 7th            Wofford 12:00 
March 24th       Georgia State 2:30 
March 31st            Mercer 2:00 
